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The Golden Gate Bridge links the urbanity of San Francisco
with the wild
headlands of Marin County, as if to suggest the paradox of
California
and America itself-the place that Fitzgerald saw as the last
spot
commensurate with the human capacity for wonder. The
bridge, completed
in 1937, also announced to the world America's engineering
prowess and
full assumption of its destined continental dominance. The
Golden Gate
is a counterpart to the Statue of Liberty, pronouncing
American
achievement in an unmistakable American fashion. The
nation's very
history is expressed in the bridge's art deco style and stark
verticality.
Kevin Starr's Golden Gate is a brilliant and
passionate telling of the history of the bridge, and the rich and
peculiar history of the California experience. The Golden Gate is a
grand public work, a symbol and a very real bridge, a magnet for both
postcard photographs and suicides. In this compact but comprehensive
narrative, Starr unfolds the hidden-in-plain-sight meaning of the Golden
Gate, putting it in its place among classic works of art.
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Where the Crawdads Sing
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1326615497/where-the-crawdads-sing.html

#1 New York Times Bestseller A Reese Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine Book Club Pick "I
can't even express how much I love this book! I didn't want this story to end!"--Reese
Witherspoon "Painfully beautiful."-- The New York Times Book Review "Perfect for fans of
Barbara...
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Poland
http://media.woobooks.info/us-777332303/poland.html

“A Michener epic is far more than a bedtime reader, it’s an experience.&#xa0;
Poland&#xa0; is a monumental effort, a magnificent guide to a better understanding of
the country’s tribulations.”— Chicago Tribune In this sweeping novel, James A.
Michener...
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The First Lady
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1422601830/the-first-lady.html

In James Patterson's new stand-alone thriller, one secret can bring down a government
when the President's affair to remember becomes a nightmare he wishes he could forget.
Sally Grissom is a top secret service agent in charge of the Presidential Protection team.
She knows that something is amiss...
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Wolf Pack
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1412442736/wolf-pack.html

Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett encounters bad behavior on his own turf--only to have
the FBI and the DOJ ask him to stand down--in the thrilling new novel from #1 New York
Times-bestselling author C.J. Box. The good news is that Joe Pickett has his job back,
after his last adventure in The...
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Educated
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1234069825/educated.html

#1&#xa0; NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL,&#xa0; AND &#xa0;BOSTON
GLOBE&#xa0; BESTSELLER&#xa0;•&#xa0;NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY&#xa0; THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW &#xa0;•&#xa0;ONE
OF PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS...
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The Silent Patient
http://media.woobooks.info/us-1384575475/the-silent-patient.html

The instant #1 New York Times bestseller "An unforgettable—and Hollywoodbound—new thriller... A mix of Hitchcockian suspense, Agatha Christie plotting, and
Greek tragedy." — Entertainment Weekly The Silent Patient is a shocking psychological
thriller of a woman’s...
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Magnolia Wednesdays
http://media.woobooks.info/us-357918732/magnolia-wednesdays.html

From&#xa0;the&#xa0; USA Today bestselling author of My Ex-Best Friend's Wedding
&#xa0;comes a wonderfully entertaining book about what to do when life comes at you
full swing.&#xa0; At forty-one, Vivian Armstrong Gray's life as an investigative journalist
is crumbling. Humiliated...
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